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rifle-pits for shelter against the hostile fire and to impede his
progress, practised in the handling of their war-canoes and fire-
boats, and supremely confident in their own prowess, were no
despicable foemen.
The major operation on the Irrawaddy was entrusted to
Sir A. Campbell, with a force of 10,000 men, practically all
of them from the Madras army, as the Bengal sepoys felt
intense aversion to overseas expeditions—an aversion clearly
shown some months later by the mutiny at Barrackpore of one
regiment, which was only quelled at great cost of life. The
expeditionary force, to which was attached a strong naval flotilla,
rendezvoused in the Andaman Islands, and early in May set
sail for Rangoon, at the mouth of the Irrawaddy, which was
occupied without resistance, the inhabitants having all fled to
the jungle. Two detachments sent to secure the islands of
Negrais, off the coast of Bassein, and Cheduba, west of Arakan,
were similarly fortunate, though the former place was later
abandoned. For some weeks the British, who had neither
transport nor supplies for a further advance, remained inactive
in Rangoon, where disease took such toll of them that in a few
weeks less than one-third of the force was left fit for duty;
meanwhile the enemy began to close in and entrench themselves
close to the outskirts of the city, and Campbell was compelled
to undertake a series of petty sallies in order to prevent himself
being completely invested. These enterprises, thanks to the
bravery of the troops and the effective assistance rendered by
the flotilla, were almost invariably successful, at any rate in
their immediate objects. So the situation remained until the
end of November, the British proving time and again their
fighting superiority over their enemies, but without sufficient
strength to pursue their tactical advantage. Meanwhile the
operations in Assam had been quickly interrupted by the
coming of the rains, while in Chittagong the Burmese, taking
the offensive, had inflicted on the garrison a serious disaster,
which caused great alarm in Bengal, and necessitated the
deflection of considerable bodies of troops to succour the
menaced territory.
Finally, at the beginning of December matters came to a
crisis at Rangoon. Bundoola, the best of the enemy generals,
having assembled a host of 60,000 men, moved down river
against the city, took up a position surrounding it on three
sides, and delivered a series of assaults which were stubbornly
repulsed. After six days of fighting, Campbell, in his turn
assumed the offensive with complete success, and by the I5th
the enemy had fled from before Rangoon, never to return. His
retreat up the Irrawaddy to an entrenched camp at Donobyu

